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Let Pr denote the orthogonal projection of L*(R’, dd) onto the space of 
entire functions of exponential type < T which are square summable on the line 
with respect to the measure dd(y) = 1 h(y)l’ dy, and let G denote the operator 
of multiplication by a suitably restricted complex valued function g. It is shown 
that if (y* -t 1))’ log 1 h(y)1 is summable, if 1 h lW2 is locally sun-unable, and if 
h/h* belongs to the span in L” of e-‘YrH O”: T > 0, in which h is chosen to be an 
outer function and h+(y) agrees with the complex conjugate of h(y) on the line, 
then 
lim trace((PrGPr)n - P,G”P,) 
T?oO 
exists and is independent of h for every positive integer n. This extends the 
range of validity of a formula due to Mark Kac who evaluated this limit in the 
special case h = 1 using a different formalism. It also extends earlier results of 
the author which were established under more stringent conditions on h. The 
conclusions are based in part upon a preliminary study of a more general class 
of projections. 
NOTATIOK 
The limits of integration in unmarked integrals such as (1.1) are fco; 
W* stands for the complex conjugate of the complex number w whereas G* will 
stand for the adjoint of the operator G; h+(w) = [h(w*)]*, hT(m) = eiwTh(w) and 
hT#(~) = e-‘wTh#(w). HP stands for the Hardy space of class p over the upper 
half-plane, and 
!ij= 7 the closure of u e-ivrHac 
r>o 
in sup norm. 
f(y) = Jr(x) eiyz dx [f’(x) = & J-f(y) civz dy] 
denotes the usual Fourier transform [inverse Fourier transform] for functionsf 
of class L2(R1, dx) and/or L1(R1, dx). ( )d [II I!J stand for the inner product 
[norm] in L2(R1, dd) w h ereas <, > [II 111 designate the standard inner product 
[norm] in L*(Rl, dx). 
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in this paper we shall continue our study of trace formulas for the opcratot 
(PyGPr)“, n -. 1, 2,..., in which G stands for multiplication by a suitably 
restricted complex valued function g and l’r designates the orthogonal projection 
of L2(Rr, dd) onto the space Ir(dd) of entirc functions of exponential type G: 7’ 
which are square summable on the line relative to the measure &l(r) - ; h(r)i*dr. 
We shall assume throughout that 
and shall, just as in Dym [2], al~uys take h itself to be an outerfunction. In addition 
we shall assume that 
It is well known that 9, is a Banach algebra, under the sup norm, which contains 
the class BUC of bounded uniformly continuous functions. Indeed Sarason [5] 
has recently shown that 
!$,, -7 H” + BUC. 
A basic conclusion of this paper is that if g is a bounded uniformly continuous 
function of cluss L2(R1, dy), if 
I 
1 x i i g’(x)j* dx < co 
and if, in addition to the permanent assumptions (1 .l) and (1.2), 1 h I-* is locally 
summable, then 
(P,GP=)‘& - P,G”P, 
is of trace class for every T 3 TO and every positive integer n and 
Fi trace{(PrGP,)” - P,.GnP,} = K,(g) 
independently of h, in which 
(1.3) 
K,(g) == -n rg: 6 x ($1” (x) (s]” (-x) dx, 
fOY 11 = 2, 3 ,...; Kl(g) - 0. 
This extends the results of Dym [2] in which similar conclusions were 
reached under the more restrictive assumption that 
(h/h”) E u eMiyTHm 
r>n 
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or, what amounts to the same, that there exists a choice of R > 0 such that 
h,lh,# agrees a.e. on the line R1 with an inner function. 
Because of (1.1) Ir(&l) is a proper closed subspace of L2(R1, dd). It is in fact 
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with reproducing kernel JwT; see Theorem 2.2 
of Dym [2] for a proof. The statement means that JUT E IT(&) for every complex 
w and that 
f(w) = (f? loJ7>Ll = 1 f (r)[J~=(Al* W) 
for every f E 1=(&l) an d every complex number w. In particular 
Jo,‘(w) = <Jw=, Jw=>d 3 0. 
Moreover, if 
then, by Lemma 4.1, PTGnPT is of trace class and 
Thus if the extra assumption (1.4) is imposed on g, then you may express (1.3) 
more concretely with the aid of (1.5); see Theorem 4.1 for the full statement and 
Theorem 4.2 for corresponding results for the determinant of I - cPTGPT . 
In the special case that h&) = eiYRh(y) coincides a.e. on the line with the 
reciprocal of an entire function of exponential type < R further reductions are 
possible because then 
J-#=(r) w4 = $ [T + %41~~ (Y E W 
in which 8’ denotes the slope of the phase 8 of h = j h(y)/ e@(r). The case h = 1 
corresponds to the case treated originally by Kac [4] albeit in a different for- 
malism. This is discussed in some detail in Dym [2]. 
The results alluded to above are deduced from a preliminary study of the 
trace of the operator (U,GUr)” in which UT designates the orthogonal projection 
of L2(R1, &I) onto 
MT@) = L2(R1, dd) 0 ((hT#)-’ H2+ + (hT)-’ H2-) 
= (hT#)-1 H2- n (h,)-l H2+. 
In general MT(U) r) Ir(&l). However, if / h 1-Z is locally summable, then, by 
Theorem 2.1 of Dym [2], equality prevails for every T > 0, and so Ur = PT 
for every T 3 0. Trace formulas for (LITGUT)” are developed in Section 3; 
a number of preliminary estimates are prepared in Section 2. The assumption 
that 1 h /-2 be locally summable is first invoked in Section 4 which deals with 
trace formulas for (PTGPT)*. 
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2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
In this section a number of preliminary estimates related to the growth of the 
trace of (U,GUr)n as T t co will be derived. Gohberg-Krein [3] is recommended 
as a general source of information on trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Notation. /j A /I, I A I1 and / A ja stand for the usual operator norm, the 
trace class norm [i.e., the sum of the s-numbers] and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of the operator A respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. If f E Mr(dd), then 
(fh)‘(x) = 0 for x < -T 
and 
(fh#)‘(x) = 0 for x > T. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.1 of [2]. 
Let p[q] denote the orthogonal projection of L2(R1, &) onto Ha+[H2-1: 
p: f 6 L2(R1, &) + /“-f‘-(x) eivx dx, 
0 
q: f E L2(R1, dy) -+ 1” f’(x) eivlc dx 
--m 
and let V = V, [W = IV,] denote the orthogonal projection of L2(R1, dd) onto 
(hr.+)-1 Ha+[&‘Ha-1. Then it is readily checked that 
V,f = (h,“)-1 ph,#f 
and 
W?-f = (4F&f, 
for f E L2(Ri, dJ, and hence that 
v,lJ, = l&v, = WJJ, = q-w, = 0 
for every T > 0. 
Warning. The dependence of the projections PT, U, , V, and W, upon T is 
often suppressed in order to simplify the typography. 
LEMMA 2.2. If g E bm , then 
gi // WTGVr 11 = 0. 
If g” E h,, then 
lim 11 W,G*Vr /I = j& I/ V,GW711 = 0. 
TT=C 
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Proof. Let I’ [r*] denote the unit sphere of L2(R1, &I) [H”*]. Then 
II WTG’VTII = E; II w&Vrf IId 
= yp; “,“,; I(GVT+A JJ’,u>, I 
= 2; z: l<g(hT”)-’ h-#f, (b)-l qb+Ll I 
= SUP SUP I<&,Yf +, (b)-lf-)A I 
ffsr+ f-e- 
= sup ezivT $$ g(y) f(r) 4~ 1 : f E I+, llf Ill = 1 
= inf 
ksHm II 
eztvT -$&-g(y) - k(y) // . 
00 
The last line follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem and the fact that Lm/Hm 
is the dual space of Hr. The rest should be plain since $j, is an algebra which 
contains h/h” by assumption. 
Am#kztion. Lemma 2.2 implies in particular that 
dT) = I/ wTvT 11 = 11 vTwT iI = O(l) 
as T f co. p(T) measures the cosine of the angle between (A,+)-l Hz+ and 
(hT)-1 H2-. It is important to bear in mind that if p( T) < 1, then 
(h,#)-l H2+ + (AT)-l H2- 
is a closed subspace of L2(R1, dd): If v, E (hr.+)-l H2+ and w, E (hr)-l H2- for 
n = 1, 2,..., then 
II v?a + WV2 - hrl + %>ll2, 
= II vn - %I El + II wu, - w, li”d + 2 Re<v, - v,,,, w, - w,Jd 
>, II 0, - wrn II”, + II ~0, - =J, II: - MT) II ~0, - vm IIA II wu, - wm /IA 
a [I - PFm % - %I ll”d + I’ %I - wwz 11241, 
and so the individual sequences v %: n > 1 and w,: n >, 1 both converge when- 
ever the sum o, + w,: tt > 1 does. 
LEMMA 2.3. If p( T) < 1, then 
XT EE I - UT = (I - V*WT)-~ VT(I - WT) + (I - WTVT)-~ WT(I - VT) 
= (1 - VT) w,(I - v,w,)-l + (1 - w,) vT(I - w,v,)-‘. 
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Proof. XT = I - U, is the orthogonal projection of L2(R1, dA) onto the 
closure of 
(/&#)-l Hz’ + (h,)- l Hz-. 
However, by the amplification to Lemma 2.2, this space is already closed if 
p( 7’) < 1. Therefore, for any f E L2(R1, dA), 
Xf =(I- U)f ==fit-f2 
for some choice of fi = Vfl and f2 = Wf2, and so 
Vf = VXf =fx-t Vf2 
and 
Wf= WXf = Wflj-f2. 
But this implies that 
and 
Vf =f1 + VWf - VWfl 
WF = WVf - WVf2+f2, 
or, what amounts to the same, 
and 
fi = (I - VW)-1 V(I - W)f 
f2 = (I - WV)-1 W(I - V)f. 
This establishes the first formula for X, the second follows easily from the first. 
LEMMA 2.4. If f e L2(R1, dA), then 
II VrfII> = 277 lTrn l(f4’ (9” dx = o(l), us TToo. 
/I W,f II: = 277 J:- I(fh)’ (x)1” dx = o(l), us TTCO. 
If also p(T) < 1, then 
Proof. The first two formulas are taken from Lemma 3.3 of [2]. The third 
statement may be deduced from the first two in much the same way that the 
third inequality of Lemma 2.5 is deduced from the first two inequalities of that 
Lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.5. If g is a bounded function of class L2(R1, dy), then 
and 
If also p(T) < I, then 
I X&U, I; < 1; $ pj;;/” [T + 7’1 
P 
and 
Proof. The first two inequalities are taken from Lemma 3.4 of [2]. To 
prove the third, observe that if p(T) < 1, then 
x=v+w+(V-I)f(WV)‘“+(w-I&VW)” 
7k=l TN1 
and so 
+ f II VWII” I WGU I2 
?I=1 
= I(V + W> GU 12 + ,4-U - KW1 [I VGU I2 + I WGu 121. 
The next step is to bound I(V + W) GU 12. To do this introduce a basis 
**: h = 1, 2,..., for MT(dd) and notice that, since V and W are orthogonal 
projections, 
m 
IV’ + W> GU I; = c II@’ + W> @+h II”, 
k=l 
< I VGU 1; + I WGU I,” + 2 II WV II 2 /I vG&c IIA II WGY& /IA 
k=l 
< I VGU I; + I WGU I; + G(T) I VGu I2 I WGU 12 
< [l + P(TII[I Visu I: + I WGU I%- 
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Combining estimates you see that 
1 XGU I2 < [T + ~‘]l/~ [l + p]‘12 + 21 
I 
2112p )
< [T + 7’11’2 j 1 $ p/2 + F{ 
< [T + .‘]lj2 
This completes the proof since 
1 UGX I2 = I(XG*U)* 12 = I XG*U 12 
is clearly subject to the same bound. 
LEMMA 2.6. If G is bounded and X,GU, [UTGXT] is of Hilbert-Schmidt 
c1a.q then so is 
X,G” U, [ UTGmXT] 
and 
I &@G- I2 < m II G P-l I &-GUT 12 
I UTGm& I2 < m II G llm-l I W-G I2 
for m = 1,2,... . 
Proof. Let 
T, = 1 XG*U I2 
form = 1, 2,... . Then, for m > 1, 
7 m = IXG(U+X)Gm-lU12 
< j XGU I2 II Gm-lU I/ + I/ XG (I I XG”‘-‘U /g 
e ~1 II G llm-l + !I G II rm-1 .
The first stated inequality now follows by a simple inductive argument. The 
second is then an immediate Corollary, since 
j UGX I2 = i(XG*U)* I2 = j XG*U I2 
and II G II = II G* /I. 
LEMMA 2.7. If g is a bounded function of class L2(R’, dy), then 
s I Y I l(g”)’ (r)12 4 < m2 II G 112(+1) J I Y ’ I g’(y)12 dv 
for m = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. See Lemma 3.7 of [2]. 
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Notation. A superscript prime on a projection signifies that it acts in the 
space L2(R1, dy), that is with h = 1: 
U,’ is the orthogonal projection of Ls(Rl, &) onto MT(&); 
X*’ = I - UT); 
PT’ = UT’, since IT(+) = MT(&); 
l/,‘[W,‘] is the orthogonal projection of L2(R1, &) onto eiyrH2+[e-iyTH2-]. 
LEMMA 2.8. If f E L2(R1, dy) and T = R + S, with R 3 0 and S > 0, 
then 
and 
Proof. Let r denote the unit sphere of L2(R1, dd). Then 
/I Vr(h&1 J’s’fll~ = SUP l(u, (WY pW(W1 Ps’f), I 
uer 
= 2~ lWw% WV,) f’s’f)l 
= sup l((hJh,#) phr#u, e-iYsPs’f)~ 
t&El- 
= sup 
keH1 IS 
eeivR $!$Wr) dr 1 II P&III 
= P(R) II PsIfll. 
The passage from line 3 to line 4 depends upon the fact that e-iYsPs’f belongs 
to Ha-, as follows from the classical Paley-Wiener theorem. Next, since eiysPs’f 
belongs to H2+, it is immediate that 
W,(h,)-’ f’s’f = (b-)-l 9&-/h,) ps’f 
= (hT)-1 qeiysPSlf = 0. 
Thus the first two assertions are proved. In view of these and the second identity 
of Lemma 2.3 
< [l - dT)l-’ P(R) II Ps’fIL, .
The proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Ifg is a bounded function of class L2(R1, dy), then 
and 
1; WT’GVT’ Ii2 < i WT’GVT’ 1: = j-” [I y / - 277 1 g’(y)~2 dy 
-cc 
11 V,‘GW,’ /~2 < / I/-T’GWT’ 1; = J’,, [I y / - 277 1 g”(y) ’ dy. 
Proof. Let Vk , k = 1, 2 ,..., be an orthonormal basis for eivrH2i- alias the 
range of VT’. Then ((253-)1/2~k)y, k = 1, 2,..., is an orthonormal basis for 
L2([T, co), dx) and so 
j Wr’GVT’ 1; = f 11 W;Gv, /I2 
k=l 
= j$ II qeiYTgvk II2 
= f 277 1:; I(gv,)’ (x)1” dx 
k=l 
= $-_‘dx j; I g’(x - ~11” dy 
=s 
-2T 
[IY! - 25"!g'(~)I~d~. --m 
This proves the first assertion. The second is proved in much the same way. 
LEMMA 2.10. If g is a bounded function of class L2(R1, dy) and if 
j I x I I g”Wl” dx -=c co, then both g and g* belong to !T& . 
Proof. This follows from the bounds of Lemma 2.9, the identity 
inf Ii eziyTg(r) - h(y)ll, = /I WT’GVT’!!, 
k&lCC 
which was established in the proof of Lemma 2.2, and the fact that 
)I WT’G*VT’ 11 = ii VT’GWT’ 11. 
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3. PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS FOR UGU 
In this section it will be shown that for suitably restricted g and large enough T 
(lJ,GU,)” - lJTGnUT 
is of trace class for every positive integer n and that 
trace{(UrGUr)n - U,GnUT} = trace{(Pr’GP,‘)” - PT’GnPr’} + o(l), 
as T f 00, in which PTr = U,’ is the orthogonal projection of L2(R1, dr) onto 
I++) = MT&). Th e refined version of Kac’s theorem guarantees that the 
right hand side tends to a limit as T t CO and evaluates that limit. Therefore the 
left hand side must tend to the same limit independently of h; see Theorem 3.4 
for the full statement and Corollary 3.2 for a new proof of the existence of 
lirn$t trace{(Pr’GPr’)n - P,‘GnP,‘} 
under less restrictive conditions than seem to be available in the literature. 
A number of intermediate Lemmas and Theorems are needed in order to 
establish the main conclusions. All of these assume at least that 
(3.1) g is a boundedfunction of class L2(R1, dr> with 7 + 7’ < co. 
The first step is to make use of the identity U = I - X in order to reexpress 
’ (UGb) n+l as the sum of 2” terms of the form 
UGL,GL, ... GL,U 
in whichLi , i = l,..., 12, is equal to either the identity I or to the projection -X. 
LEMMA 3.1. If L, is equal to either I or to -X, , and ;f (3.1) is in effect and 
p(T) < 1, then 
U,GL,G ... L,G&. 
is of trace class and 
providing that at least one of the L, is equal to -X, . 
Proof. Suppose for the sake of definiteness that exactly two of the L, are 
equal to -X. Then 
UGL,G .‘. L,GU = UG7XGSXGtU 
in which Y, s, and t are positive integers which sum to n + 1. In view of 
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Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 this exhibits the indicated operator as the product of two 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators and the bounded operator G”. Moreover, 
I UGL,G **.L,GU 11 < ) UG’X 12 I/ G/IS / XGtU /2 
< r 11 G llr-l /I G jp t I/ G lit-l I XGU I2 i UGX I2 
It remains only to check that the same bound prevails for every permissible 
choice of the L, , i.e., whenever one or more of the L, is chosen equal to X. 
But that is easily done with the above calculations as a guide. 
LEMMA 3.2. If (3.1) is in effect and p(T) < 1, then 
/ trace{( U,GU,)n+l - UTGn+lUTj( < I( UTGUT)“+l - UTGn+lUT il 
for every positive integer n. 
Proof. You have only to decompose (UGU)n+l - UGn+lU into a sum of 
n pieces of the form 
- i=JGkX(GU)n+l-k = - UG”XGlJ . . . GTJ 
for K = l,..., n and to check, with the help of Lemma 2.6, that 
/ UGkX(GU)n+l-” I1 < j UG”X j2 / XGU I2 /I G lIn--k 
< k /I G II--l 1 UGX j2 I XGU I2 . 
An application of Lemma 2.5 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. If a0 , al ,..., 01, are positive integers which sum to n + 1: 
and m > 1, and if (3.1) is in effect and p(T) < 1, then 
j U,G”OX,G”~ . . . XTG”mlJT - U,Guo(V, + IV,) G” ... (VT + W,) G”WT I1 
< n2 I/ G 11+-l I+$$” [T + T’]~“+‘P(T)[~ - @‘)I-’ 
= o(l), 
asTfc0. 
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Proof. Writing 
x= v+ w+[x-(v+ W)] 
it is readily seen that 
UG”“xG”’ . . . XGWJ- UG”Io(V + W)G”‘..* (V + W)G”U 
can be expressed as the sum of m operators of the form 
UG”OL,G”’ ..a L,G”U 
in which 
I 
v-kw for i = l,...,j - 1 
Li = x--(v+ W) for ;=j 
X for i = j + I,..., m 
and j = l,..., m. Now for each of these possibilities 
XL, = L,X = L, 
and so 
= 1 UG”OXL, I2 II G”‘L, *** G”-’ II / L,XG%CJ I2 
< n2 II G IIn-’ iI _ p(TJj 1 + b4q2 [T + ~‘1~ll-h II IIL2 I/ ... IIL II>, 
by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. But now as II XIj = 1, 11 V + WI1 < 2 and 
II~-(~+~ll=Il(v-~~~(wv~“+(w-I)~(v~”ll 
Tl=l ?I=1 
G WY1 - PGY 
you see that if X - (V + W) appears in the j’th place, then 
The rest should be plain since the sum of these bounds as j runs from 1 to m is 
<2m+r/q)[l - p(T)]-1. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If a”, a1 ,..., a,,, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and 
m > 1, and zf (3.1) is in effect, then 
1 U,G”O( VT + W,) GN1 ... (V, + W,) GLYmlJT - lJ,G”“V/,G”’ .‘. VrGumUT 
- U,G=%WTG”’ . . . W#YwIJ~ I1 = o(l), 
UST~CO. 
Proof. UGao(V + W) Gal ..* (V + W) GamU is the sum of 2” operators 
of the form 
UGuOLIG”’ .a+ L,G’Yl 
in which Li is equal to either V or to W, and each of them is subject to the bound 
I UG*OL,G”l .-. L,G”mU I1 < 1 UGuoX I2 Ij L,Ga’ . ..L. jj 1 XCmU I2 
since, 
XL, = L,X = Li ) 
much as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. But now if both V and W appear in the 
listing L, ,..., L, , then 11 L,GQL, ... @~-IL, I/ is bounded by a multiple of 
either 
11 VG”jW /j or /I WG”JV /i 
for some choice of j, i = l,..., m. An application of Lemma 2.2 completes the 
proof since g and g* belong to brn by Lemma 2.10. 
LEMMA 3.5. If a0 , q ,..., a, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and 
m > 1, and if (3.1) is in effect, then 
i P+GOIO(VIT’ + W,‘) G*’ . . . (VT’ + W,l) G=mpT, - p,‘G”ov;G”~ . Vr’G”mp, 
- P;G’oW;Gal ... W;GxmP; II = o(1) 
USTTKl. 
Proof. This is just a restatement of Lemma 3.4 in the special case h = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. If 01,,  al ,..., am are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and 
m > 1, if (3.1) is in effect and p(T) < 1, then 
and 
I trace{ U,G”OWTG”l *** WrGumUT} - trace{PdGuOW/G”l .*. W,‘G”1”P,‘}J 
< ~$9 + 40 - P(T)I-~ (4 
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in which 
R 2 0, S=T-R>O, 
and c, and d, are constants which depend upon g and n but are independent of 
R, S, and T, and 
E,(S) == max ij-" [Y -2Sll(gx)'(~)12d~,~~~~ UY I - 2SlIkk)‘(~)12dy~ k=l,...,n 2s 
== o(l), 
asSTc0. 
Proof. The first inequality is an easy consequence of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 
and the fact that 
1 UGQWG”’ .a. WGamU jl < I UG*OW I2 11 GIIOL’+“‘+‘+l I WGumU I2 
< 1 UG”oX I2 (I G (Ial+“‘+olm-l j XGamU I2 . 
The proof of the second inequality is broken into steps, but first some notation: 
For each R, 0 < R < T, define the orthogonal projections 
and 
Z,, = I - YRT = hRXT(hR)-I. 
Both of these act in the space L2(R1, dy), as do Ur’ = Pr’, X,’ = I - U,‘, 
Vr’ and WT’; see the discussion just before Lemma 2.8. 
STEP 1. IfS=T-R,then 
in which 
trace{U,PWrG”l ... WrGumUr} = trace{ YarA YRr} 
A = G4W;G”1 a.. W;cm. 
Proof. Let &: K = 1,2,... be an orthonormal basis for MT(dA). Then, since 
the given operator is of trace class, 
trace(UrG”OWrGU1 ... WrGamUT.) 
= gl (G”oWTGN1 .a. WrG=+& , $,Jd 
= gl W”(hr)-l qhrg”’ ... (b-)-l $w?V~ , bJi3 
580/28/r-4 
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= f W&h, h&~ 
&=l 
= trace{ YRTAYRT}. 
The last line uses the fact that the indicated operator is of trace class and that 
the functions h,#,: k = 1, 2,..., form an othonormal basis for the range of YRT . 
This completes the proof of Step 1. 
STEP 2. 
Proof. Since 
and, by Lemma 2.1, 
you see that 
P,’ + r’s’ + W,’ = I 
YRTWS’ = Ws’Y,, = 0 
Hence, 
YRTAYRT = y~T(ps'+ v,'>A(Ps'+ vs') YRT 
1 ydy,, - y,~p;Aps'y,, 11 
< I Vs'APs' 11 + I Vs'A Vs' 11 + ! Ps'A Vs' 11 
-6 II GII al+“.+a,-l {I V,‘POW,’ I2 / W,‘,,mPS I:! 
+ I Vs’,,oWs’ j2 / Ws’GNmVs’ Ie $ / Ps’coioWs’ I2 I W,y’G=mVs’ I,> 
G II GII ‘l+“‘+“m-1 {IWiGamPs’ jB + 1 W,‘GmmVs’ I2 + 1 P,‘COW,’ iz} c,(S) 
< !I GII al+“.+a,-l {2a, 11 G II’,-’ + 01~ 11 G lj=“-l}[~ + ~‘1~‘~ E,(S) 
in view of Lemmas 2.5-2.7 and 2.9. In checking this you should bear in mind 
that Ps’ = U,’ and that W,’ = W,‘X,’ = X,‘W,‘. 
STEP 3. Ifp(T) < 1, then 
I Y~TP~‘AP~‘Y~T - Ps’APs’ II < 4[1 - P(T)I-‘/J(R). 
Proof. The identity 
Ps'APs' = (YRT + zRT)pS'-4pS'(yRT + z,,) 
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implies that 
d II +&f’s II I Ps’APs’ II + I f’s’@, II II J’S’% II 
< 2n2 II G lP1[~ + ~‘1 IIZRrPs’ Il. 
The first inequality in the statement of the theorem is used in the last line. 
The seemingly missing term [l + p(S)]“[l - P(S)]-~ is equal to one in this 
estimate since 
p(S) = Ij V,‘W,’ 11 = 0. 
It remains to estimate the norm of the operator 
.zRTPS’ = hRXT(h&lPS’. 
But iffE L2(R1, dy), then 
II ~,TPS’fII = II -&vwpsmi 
G [l - f(WIPW II Ps’fll, 
by Lemma 2.8, and so 
II &TPS’ II G 11 - P(WW). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now easily completed by combining the implica- 
tions of Steps l-3. 
Much the same sort of argument serves to prove 
THEOREM 3.2. If % , “1 ,..., 01, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and 
m 3 1, if(3.1) is in effect andp(T) < 1, the-n 
and 
I trace{ UTGaoVrG”l ... VrG[YmUr} - trace{PS’GOiOVs’G*l 1-a ViGumPS,jl 
< w,(S) + dn[l - PPY P(R) 
in which 
R > 0, S=T-R>O 
and c, and d,, are constants which depend upon g and n but are independent of R, 
S and T and en(S) is de$ned as in Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If 01,,  a1 ,..., 01, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 
andm 3 l,andif(3.1)isineffect, then 
exists, as does 
$I trace{Pr‘Gao W,‘G”l WT’GbmPT’) cc 
!im- trace{Pr’GOOVr’G”l ... VT’GavbPT’). J 
Proof. The second inequality of Theorem 3.1 implies that 
/ trace(Pr’GaoWr’Gdl ... WGGanlPT’) - trace{PS’GaoW/Gal ... U~/G”mP~}i 
< C&,(S) 
for any choice of S with 0 < S < T. This exhibits the numbers 
trace{Pr’G’O W,‘G”l ... WT’GOmPT’} 
as a Cauchy sequence, for T t CO, since 
4s) = 41) 
as S t CO. This establishes the first assertion. The second follows from Theorem 
3.2 in much the same way 
COROLLARY 3.2. If (3.1) is in ef/ct, then 
& trace{(Pr’GPr’)” - Pr’G’LPT’} 
exists, for every positive integer n. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.5, Corollary 3.1 and 
the fact that 
trace{(P’GP’)n+l - P’Gn+lP’) 
is a finite sum of terms of the form 
f trace{P’G’O( V’ + W’) G”’ ... (V’ + W’) GumP’} 
in which 0~0 , aI ,..., oc, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and m > I. 
The main theorems for UGU are now at hand. 
THEOREM 3.3. If(3.1) is in effect and if p(T) < 1, then 
(U,GIJT)rL - lJ,GnUT 
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is of trace class for every positive integer n and 
!i trace{( UrGUr)” - U,G”Ur) 
exists and is independent of h. 
Proof. Lemma 3.2 insures that (UTGUT)” - lJ,GnUT is of trace class. 
To complete the proof it suffices, in view of Corollary 3.2, to show that 
/ trace{(U,GU,)n - U,GnUT} - trace{(P,‘GP,‘)n - PT’GnPi}I 
= o(1) 
as T f co. But this difference is bounded by a finite number of terms of the form 
/ trace{ U,GqXTGal . . . X+%?JT} - trace{PT’GaoXr’Gml **. X;G”P;}I 
in which as, aI ,..., 01, are positive integers which sum to n + 1 and m > 1. 
Consequently successive application of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 reduce the problem 
to that of showing that 
] trace(UTGNOWQ1 ... W,G”nUT} - trace{Pr’GaOWr’GU1 ... W+GoLmP+}I = o(1) 
as Tt ooand 
) trace{ UrGq VTGal . *. VTGOlmUT) - trace{Pr’GUoVicl *.. V;G’mP;}I = o(1) 
as T T 00. But now, by Theorem 3.1, the first of these is bounded by 
w,(S) + 40 - PGT P(R) 
+ 1 trace{P~G~“WS)GOLl *a* Ws’GumPS’} - trace(P W,‘G”l ..a WiGamP;}/ 
< 2~4~) + dd - PVIIY P(R), 
and this clearly tends to 0 as T t co providing that 5’ and R also tend to co along 
with T. The second estimate is justified in much the same way, with the help 
of Theorem 3.2, to complete the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Ij(3.1) zs in effect, ijg is uniformly continuous and if p( T) < 1, 
then 
(U,GU,)” - C&Gnu, 
is of trace class for every positive integer n and 
!ii trace{(UrGUr)1E - U,G”U,} = K,(g) 
independently of h. 
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Proof. In view of Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that 
km2 trace{( UT’GUr’)l’ - U,‘G” UT’> = K,(g). 
This will follow from the refined version of Kac’s formula as given in Theorem 
5.7 of Devinatz [l] if say g and g’ are both summable in addition to meeting the 
conditions imposed in the statement of the present theorem; see the amplification 
below for additional details. Now if g is uniformly continuous and meets (3.1), 
then, for every 0 > 0, 
is uniformly continuous, meets (3.1), and, in addition, ge and 
g@‘(x) = / g’(x - y) “i~c~(~Jly’ (2C~9-~ esp( -1 y 1 6-l) dy 
are summable. Therefore 
$; trace{( UT’G,UT’)n - UT’G8”Ur’} = K,(g,). 
The rest of the proof, which amounts to justifying a passage to the limit as 
0 J 0, is broken into steps. 
STEP 1. 
and 
$2 j- I x I Ikok - 8”)’ (x)l” dx = 0 
for every positive integer k. 
Proof. The first estimate depends essentially upon the observation that 
!F,rr, g(Y) = 0; 
see page 115 of Devinatz [l] for the reasoning. This permits you to show that 
82 2 
1 +ye2y2 g(Y) 
tends uniformly to 0 as 6 -+ 0. The rest of the proof of the first assertion is 
straightforward for k = 1. However, if k > 1, then 
l!go” -dIL < llgs -gll,~llgl/~-l 
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since 
so that too presents no problem. 
To prove the second assertion for k = 1 it suffices to check that both 
and 
1 I x I dx / j k’(x - Y) - fCWW exp(-I Y I V dr 1’ 
sin 8(.r - y) jlxldxl jg’b-y)[ e(x-y> - l] (269-l exp(--j y 1 0-l) dy I2 
tend to zero as 0 J. 0. But that is easily accomplished by straightforward estimates. 
The case k > 1 is then established with the help of the inequality 
I I x I Kfg)’ WI” dx 
< 2 llfll”m j I x I I g’($l’ dx + 2 II g II: j I x I lfW12 dx (3.2) 
which is valid for any pair of functions f and g which meet (3.1), as will be 
justified in Step 2. In the present circumstances this inequality implies that 
s I x ! lk” - d?’ WI” dx 
< 2Ilg -8,112, j I x I I c'(x>12 dx + 2 II c II”, j I x I Kg -go)” (41” dx 
which tends to zero as 0 J 0 since the terms involving 
c zz g”-1 + gk-2ge + ... + gs”-l 
are easily shown to be uniformly bounded as 8 $0. 
STEP 2 is to just;fu inequality (3.2) for functions f and g which satisfy (3.1). 
Proof. Let F denote the operator of multiplication by f. Then 
1 jam x I(fg>’ WI” dxlli” 
= I PGq 12 
= I #‘(P + s> Gq 12 
< II F II I pGq 12 + I $3 Iz II G II 
< II f IL 1 jOm x I g”(x>l” dx\1’2 + II g IL ] jam x If ‘@>I2 dj”’ 
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This, plus a similar estimate based on the identity 
serves to complete the proof. 
STEP 3. For every l > 0 there exists a t$, such that 
I(P/GP/)n - PT’GnPT’ - (PT’GBP/)n + PT’GBnPT’ I1 < E 
uniformly in T for 0 < 0, . 
Proof. To simplify the typography we shall write P [X’J in place of 
PT’ [Xr’ = I - PT’] throughout the proof of this step. The decomposition 
(PGP)“+l- PGn+lP = - PGXG(PGP)+l - PGaXG(PGP)n-2 
_ . . . - PG”XGP 
shows that it suffices to estimate the trace norm of differences of the form 
PGkXG(PGP)+” - PG,“XGO(PG,P)‘+” 
for k = l,..., n. But each such difference can itself be decomposed as the sum 
P(Gk - GBk) XG(PGP)“-k + PGokX(G - G,)(PGP)+” 
+ PG,“XG,P(G - G,)(PGP)“-“-l 
+ ... + PG,kXG,(PG,P)“-k-l(G - G,)P 
and so it is enough to show that each of these terms tends to zero uniformly 
in Tin trace class norm as 0 4 0. For the first such term 
1 P(Gk - GBk) XG(PGP)n-k II 
< 1 P(G” - GOk) X I2 j XGP I2 jl G Iln-li 
< (, I x I Kg” -go”)’ (4” dx 1 I x I I g’(x)la df” II G lln-k 
by Lemma 2.5, and this tends to zero as 0 4 0 by Step 1. The bounds 
1 PGBkX(G - G,)(PGP)n-k II < I PG,“X 12 /X(G - Go) P I2 jl G Iln-k 
and 
1 PG,kXG,P(G - GO)(PGP)lZ-k-l I1 < / PGe’“X 12 IXG&’ 12 IIG - Ge II II Glln-k-l 
suffice to indicate that the remaining terms can be disposed of in much the same 
way to complete the proof of Step 3. 
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STEP 4. limo,, K,(go) = K,(g). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for j, k = 1,2 ,..., 
Irn x&j)’ (x)(g”)’ (-x) dx - SW x(g,j)’ (x)(g@“)’ (-x) dx = o( 1) 
0 0 
as 19 4 0. But that is an almost immediate consequence of Step 1. 
STEP 5 is to combine the implications of Steps l,..., 4 to complete the proof, 
Amplification. To extract the conclusion of the theorem from Devinatz [i] 
under the extra assumption that both g and g’ are summable you should identify 
the function K [&I in Devinatz with eg [eg’] and check that both the permanent 
assumption (4.5) of Devinatz and the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 are met if E 
is small enough. The rest follows upon matching coefficients in E: By Lemma 4.1 
and the fact that J,‘(y) = T/n if h = 1 you see that (lJ,‘GU,‘)” and U,‘G”U,’ 
are of trace class, and so the Fredholm determinant in Devinatz 
D,, = exp I- 5 $ trace( U,‘GU,‘)n! 
n=1 
and the constant 
P 
ZT = exp f - g1 f ; J MY)ln dY/ 
= exp I- ir$tra~e(U,‘G~Ur’)/. 
4. PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS FOR PGP 
The trace of PTGPT is now studied under the added assumption that / h 1-2 
is locally summable, This means that MT(dA) = IT(dA) for every T > 0, or, 
what amounts to the same, PT = UT for every T > 0; see Theorem 2.1 of 
Dym [2] for the proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. If T 3 Oandif 
s I g(r)1 J,'(Y) d4y) -=c ~0, 
then the operator (PTGPT)” is of trace class for every positive integer n and 
traW@‘d = $ j- g(y) AT(y) d4y). 
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Proof. See Lemma 5.1 of Dym [2]. 
THEOREM 4.1. If i h i-2 is locally summable, if (3.1) is in e#ect and g is 
uniformly continuous, and if 
J ^  I gb)i LT(r> d&) < CO 
for every T > 0, then (PTGPT)n is of trace class for every positive integer n and 
every T 2 0 and 
independently of h. 
Proof. Since Pr = U, for T > 0, by Theorem 2.1 of Dym [2], you have 
only to combine the implications of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. If g and h enjoy the properties attributed to them in Theorem 4.1 
and if 1 E 1 < I/ G l/-l, then 
f En (PTGPT) 
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is of trace class for every T > 0 and the determinant 
det(l - <PrGPr) = exp 1 -trace f 8’ (‘ryr’ ( 
n=1 
= exp 
IS log[l - &)I J3r) d44 
+ s,= x(log[ 1 - @j)’ (x)(log[ 1 - eg])’ (-X) dx + o( 1); , 
asT?oo. 
Proof. Let 
a,(T) = trace {(PTGPT)n - PTGAPT}. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2, you know that 
assuming, as you may, that p(T) < 1. Therefore, by dominated convergence, 
for I e I < Ij G /I-r. But that is equivalent to the assertion of the Theorem. 
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The conclusions of the last two theorems can be made even more explicit if 
(4.1) there exists a choice of R 3 0 such that h&) = eiyRh(y) agrees 
a.e. on the real axis with the reciprocal of an entire function of 
exponential type < R. 
This is because under (4.1) JyT(y) can be expressed explicitly in terms of the 
phase 9 of h = j h(r)/ ei6(v) for real y: 
for T 3 R and y E RI; see Dym [2] for details. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If (4.1) is in effect, then you may set 
for T 3 R in both the hypotheses and the conclusions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
Moreover, in this instance the conditions that h/h+ E !& and that / h 1-2 be locally 
summable are automatically fuljZled. 
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